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General information

▪ Haploid: the cell contains gametic chromosome number (n) in somatic cell

▪ Double Haploid: the genotype resulted from chromosome doubling of 
haploid cells to be 2n (100% homozygous)

Haploid
Chromosome 

Doubling
Double Haploid

There are 2 system to produce haploid

• In vitro, anther (pollen) culture

• In vivo, - spontaneous haploid seed (0.1%)

- use of in vivo haploid inducer, maternal & paternal 



In vivo maternal haploid inducer

“Stock 6” the in vivo haploid inducer was founded (Coe 1959)

▪ It carries dominant anthocyanin marker gene R1-nj which will produce purple marker in aleurone 
layer and scutellum (embryo).

▪ Stock 6 has 2.3% haploid induction rate (HIR)

There are several haploid inducers improved, almost are involve with Stock 6.

KMS KEMS WS14

ZMS RWS PK6

MHI UH400 HZI1

PHI TAILs CAUHOI

BHI 2GTAILs

Major QTL qhir1 on chromosome 1 explain 66.6% of genetic variance for HIR

Modifier region qhir8 on chromosome 9 explain 20% of genetic variance for HIR



Double haploid process

1. Line A   x  Line B

2. F1 (or F2)    x     Haploid inducer

Screen for haploid kernels

3. Chromosome Doubling

Grow D0 plant

4. Seed increasing of D1 (DH) lines



Advantages of Double Haploid Technique

1. Time saving for homozygous line development

1.1 conventional pedigree method

1.2 Double haploid technique

2. Better selection efficiency

2.1 remove the over dominate effect

2.2 allows elimination of harmful and lethal genes

3. Rapid to incorporate or pyramiding of favorable alleles

4. Speed up genetic gain per year

5. Elimination of line purity work (for parent seeds)

6. Adopt and make more precision to molecular project

7. Acceleration of development and launching new hybrids

8. Cost saving

F1A x B F3 (S1) F4 (S2) F6 (S4) F8 (S6) F9 (S7) F10(S8) F11(S9)F2 F5 (S3) F7 (S5)

%homozygous 75 87.5 96.87 99.22 99.61 99.8 99.950 93.75 98.44

A x B F1 x H-inducer chromosome doubling of haploid DH seed increasing (100% homozygous)

*What you see is what you get*



DH project history of Pacific Seeds (Thai)

Garst Seeds (USA) started DH project

Pac Thai corn breeder visited Garst Seeds and observed DH project

Pac Thai corn breeder was trained on DH technique in USA

Haploid inducer was introduced to Pacific Seeds Thailand

DH project was started at Pac Thai by crossing 2 F1 to H-inducer

Started to develop Tropical Haploid Inducer Lines (THIL) 

Start using of THILs in form of SX haploid inducer

Pac 999, the first hybrid that one parent is DH line was launched

Pac 313, Pac 339 and Pac 999 Super, which have DH line as one parent line were launched

Pac 139 is the first hybrid that both parents are DH lines was launched

**Since 2015, 100% of lines development at Pac Thai are from DH project** 
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Haploid seed production and screening

Crossing block

▪ Haploid inducer

▪ Maternal populations (F1 or F2)

Haploid inducer

Maternal populations 



Haploid seed production and screening

Haploid seeds screening

▪ Selection of seeds show color marker at crown (aleurone layer), 
purple color of anthocyanin, and absent of marker at embryo

▪ Remind that some germplasm may have inhibitor gene for color 
which made no expression of color marker

Diploid Haploid



Haploid inducer improvement



Doubling technique

Injection technique

➢Doubling solution

• Colchicine 0.125%

• DMSO 3.0%

• Methyl cellulose 0.7%



Doubling technique

Root Dipping

➢Doubling solution

• Colchicine 0.1%

• DMSO 0.1%

Treated for 6 hr.



Doubling technique

Seedling dipping (or germinating seed dipping)

➢Doubling solution

• Colchicine 0.05%

• DMSO 0.5%

Treated for 12 hr.



Transplanting



D0 Growing
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DH

DH DH



DH (D1) seeds increasing & screening





DH lines screening (artificial)

Downy mildew



NCLB



Diplodia ear rot



DH lines screening (natural)





DH Lines using



Hybrids from DH lines






